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About This Game

POLYBIUS is a fast, trippy tunnel shooter playable on a normal screen or in VR for the best effect. It features 50 levels of
blissful trance shooting action set to a bliste 5d3b920ae0
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Old Skool. Quite chilled for a Jeff Minter game.. I loved Space Giraffe so when I saw this was released for the Rift I
immediately bought it. A Jeff Minter game in VR. when played in VR I would honestly suggest that this is one of the most
brilliant games ever made.. Had this for the PS4. Bought again for PC and VR. Stunning and fantastic game. It's a trip.. Simple..
Fun game! The graphics and sound pull you into the game and won't let you out. This is going to make me buy an occulus
rift.Hope Tempest 4000 is updated for VR too.. Very intense, very trippy, and easy to get sucked into. I love the absurdity and
the feel of this game. The vector-inspired graphics are beautiful- just stare at the center of the screen and get pulled in. I know
Polybius is a bit of a myth, but if it was real this would be pretty darn close.. Id pay 60 bucks for this game.. This is my
favourite Jeff Minter game so far. I thought it was going to be something Tempest-y from the look of it, but it's really more of a
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surreal driving game. Think Race the Sun, Torus Trooper or Buggy Boy. It's more forgiving than it looks: it hands out extra lives
like candy and lets you restart from any level. But there's still plenty of optional stuff to go for if you're doing well. High skill
ceiling, low skill floor. Well, low-ish; it's still a face-meltingly fast game. More visually comprehensible than Space Giraffe too.
It's good.. This is my favourite Jeff Minter game so far. I thought it was going to be something Tempest-y from the look of it,
but it's really more of a surreal driving game. Think Race the Sun, Torus Trooper or Buggy Boy. It's more forgiving than it
looks: it hands out extra lives like candy and lets you restart from any level. But there's still plenty of optional stuff to go for if
you're doing well. High skill ceiling, low skill floor. Well, low-ish; it's still a face-meltingly fast game. More visually
comprehensible than Space Giraffe too. It's good.
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